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Celebrate
Series Overview

The Celebrate James DVD and participant guide are part of
a series of studies aimed to help people study and apply
God’s word and experience life transformation. Lessons
are designed to be used in small groups but can easily be
adapted for individual study.

The DVDs in this series feature the Bible teaching of Pastor
Keith Loy. In each study, Pastor Loy will walk you through
a book or books from the Bible, with a focus on helping you
apply what you learn in a practical way.

Each participant guide contains study notes, as well as
additional material to help you process and apply the
teaching on the DVD. These include ideas for group sharing,
connecting, and discussing, as well as action steps you can
follow to implement your learning. You’ll also find helpful
instructions and guidelines for those who are facilitating
small groups.

As youCelebrate and study theWord, whether as an individual
or in a group, may God richly bless your life and help you grow
in knowledge and obedience to our Lord Jesus Christ.



Study
Preview

If someone asked you to describe how trials and troubles
result in joy, could you do it? It seems more reasonable
that, if anything, trials snuff out joy. But in the upside-down
kingdom of God, it’s different. James puts it this way:

Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you
face trials of many kinds, because you know that
the testing of your faith develops perseverance.
Perseverance must finish its work so that you may
be mature and complete, not lacking anything
(James 1:2–4).

This letter, written to believers scattered across the Roman
Empire by James (probably the half-brother of Jesus),
raises difficult questions about the external acts that mark
those who serve the Lord. The connection between joy in
trials and Christian maturity is but one case in point.
Another is the control we have over one tiny part of our
bodies: “If anyone considers himself religious and yet does
not keep a tight rein on his tongue, he deceives himself and
his religion is worthless” (1:26). Yet another is the relationship
between what we say we believe and how we conduct
ourselves in real time. James makes the bold challenge,



“Show me your faith without deeds, and I will show you my
faith by what I do” (2:18).

Fasten your seatbelt. This won’t be a study for wimps. It will
challenge everything you thought you knew about living as
a believer in Christ. But it’ll be a healthy challenge that will
leave you stronger in thought, word, action, and hope. And,
of course joy.

In this DVD study of James, you will

• gain a broader perspective on how to approach
setbacks and trials;

• come to understand how God is at work to grow
you up into a mature believer who reflects his
image to the world;

• become a more joyful Christian no matter what
circumstances enter your life.

As you work your way through these twelve lessons, indi-
vidually or as a group, may you be among those who, after
having withstood the tests of life “will receive the crown of
life that God has promised to those who love him” (James
1:12). Amen.

Study Preview
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Guidelines for
Group Facilitators

This DVD Bible study is designed as a plug-and-play small
group experience, with little or no preparation necessary
prior to each session. However, you’ll find it helpful for your
group to have a facilitator, someone who will manage
details and guide the group’s experience. Here are some
helpful tips for those who serve as group facilitators.

SET THE ATMOSPHERE

Small groups should be casual, welcoming, and inclusive.
Arrange a meeting place where people will feel comfortable
and relaxed. Most often, this will be a group member’s
home, but it could also be a room in your church building
that is specially equipped for this kind of meeting. Providing
coffee, other beverages, and snacks can also contribute to
a relaxed atmosphere.

ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION

Make sure everyone has the opportunity to participate fully in
your group. Invite different people to pray or read or provide



refreshments. Also, be ready to give instructions like “This
time let’s hear from someone who hasn’t spoken up yet” or
“Jason, I’m wondering what you’re thinking about this.
Anything you’d like to share?”

KEEP ON SCHEDULE

This DVD Bible study is designed to take no more than ninety
minutes for each session. Here is a typical schedule:

Welcome and Prayer 5 minutes
Share 10 minutes
Connect 15–20 minutes
Discover 10 minutes
Discuss 25–30 minutes
Implement 5–10 minutes
Wrap Up 5 minutes

As facilitator, guide your group through each step of the
process and make sure they stay on track and on schedule.

Try to keep your meetings as positive as possible.
Establish ground rules early on so that each person in your
group is treated with kindness and respect.

Being a group facilitator does require a bit of extra time, but
your servant leadership can make a big difference in the
overall experience of the group.

Guidelines for Group Facilitators
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A Believer’s
Unlikely Joy

JAMES 1:1–4

WELCOME and PRAYER
(5 minutes)

SHARE
(10 minutes)

Take turns sharing what you hope
to gain from this experience.

CONNECT
(15–20 minutes)

Although it was a steamy Sunday in mid-July, the
sweat drenching the preacher’s brow had little to do
with the heat. Through red-rimmed eyes he looked
over the congregation. His throat couldn’t make
any sound at first, but he finally found the strength
to speak: “A life lived for Christ is not in vain,” he
began. The congregation wept through the sermon
that honored his mother who had died the previous
evening. He challenged them to make the most of
their time; then he found himself strangely energized



and holding back a smile. And he remembered the Scripture
his mother had quoted often, “Consider it pure joy, my
brothers, whenever you face trials.”

Facilitator: Invite group members to participate in the fol-
lowing discussion.

Discuss how someone can find strength to exude joyful
hope in desperate circumstances. Then take turns answer-
ing the following:

1. What’s the difference between happiness and
joy? Where does happiness come from? Where
does joy come from?

2. When have you experienced joy although your
circumstances were sad or bleak?

DISCOVER
(10 minutes)

Complete the study notes as you watch the DVD together.

Most scholars think James was the _________________ of
_________________.

James doesn’t say “______________” but “______________”
troubles come your way.

Problems are _________________, not __________________.

A Believer’s Unlikely Joy
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Harry Sinden said, “It’s the ___________________ of the
players, not their ___________________, that is the biggest
factor in determining whether you _________________ or
____________.”

We’re to rejoice __________________ problems, not
______________ them.

We’re not _________________; we’re __________________.

Immature people get _________________, but patience is a
source of ________________ in the face
of ________________.

We need to develop _______________
power—spiritual __________________.

God uses ______________, not only to
________________ us, but also to
______________ us.

God’s ultimate desire is that we
become ______________.

Christlikeness develops best in the
______________ of ______________.

If we value ______________ more than ______________, trials
will ______________ us. If we value the ______________
more than the ______________, we won’t be able to “count

James 1:1–4
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As far back as Genesis,
those who worshiped
God wholeheartedly were
identified as servants of
God. Even Jesus was
identified as a servant by
the prophet Isaiah (Isa.
42:1, 4). In a postmodern
world where servant-hood
is distasteful remember
that God’s Son came to
earth to serve us—and he
called us to serve each
other (Mark 9:35).



it a ________________.” If we live only
for the ________________, trials will
make us ________________ and not
________________.

We must learn to evaluate every
________________ in light of what God
is ________________, not what we’re
________________.

Your __________________ will always determine the
__________________.

DISCUSS
(25–30 minutes)

1. James describes himself as “a slave of God and
of the Lord Jesus Christ” (James 1:1). How do
you think this self-understanding impacted his
life? How does this help you make sense of his
discussion about true joy?

2. Why do you think it’s important for a follower of
Jesus to face trouble with joy rather than com-
plaint? What difference does your attitude
make?

A Believer’s Unlikely Joy
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Joy is more than a
momentary emotion tied
to circumstances. It’s a
tenacious grasp on the
truth that God is loving,
gracious, and kind—and
that he is at work in all
circumstances to bring
about our ultimate good
and his ultimate glory.



3. Do you think the troubles and trials James talks
about are only to be understood as situations
where Christians suffer specifically for the sake of
God’s kingdom? Or, does it apply to any kind of
pain and suffering? Give reasons for your answer.

4. How do we reconcile James’ instruction to face
trials with joy to Paul’s instruction to weep with
those who weep (Rom. 12:15)?

5. Why is testing necessary to
grow in endurance? What
examples have you seen in
your life or the lives of others?

6. How do people develop spiri-
tual stamina? What are the
benefits of developing spiritual
stamina?

7. Pastor Loy says, “God uses trials not only to
refine us, but to define us.” How have you or
others you know been defined by your trials?

8. James implies that endurance is part of having a
strong character. Agree or disagree? Give rea-
sons for your answer.

James 1:1–4
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Bible commentator
Matthew Henry said
patience has its perfect
work when “we bear all
that God appoints, and
as long as he appoints,
and with a humble obedi-
ent eye to him.”



IMPLEMENT
(5–10 minutes)

Choose at least one activity to do before the next session.
Tell one other person which item you chose.

1. Choose one or two verses from this week’s session
to memorize. Write them on a card and carry them
with you to look at as you have time. Let the verses
shape the way you think this week.

2. Take some time this week to think about the trials
that you’ve experienced in your life. How have they
helped you grow in endurance and character?
Write about your experiences with trial in a journal
or discuss them with a close friend.

3. Consider making it a habit to be joyful about the
trials you experience. For the next twenty-one
days, record every trial you face and thank God
daily for each opportunity for growth.

WRAP UP
(5 minutes)

In the next session, Pastor Loy will show us how to apply what
we’ve learned about the relationship between joy and trials to
continue the process of becoming wise, mature believers.
He’ll encourage us to ask about each trial,What is God trying
to teach me? To get a jumpstart, read James 1:5–12.

A Believer’s Unlikely Joy
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